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AIGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS QUlz REVIEW ftneUfr
1. Write the following expressions using numbers, symbols and letters

a) Four times the difference of a number and 7 ;\ Cn*f)
b) The product of L2 and a number, decreased by three g^ -Z
c) The sum of three times a number and 8 3n+A
d) The sum of seven and a number then multiplied by seven -? C?tfi)
e) A number multiplied by seven then decreased by Z 1fi-1
f) Twice the difference of a number and 9, and the result increased by 4 ?(!1-1)+ A
g) The product of a number and the difference of the number and six n Cn-6)
h) The sum of hatf a number and 10 "bn +lO Of n.:. a fiO

2. Write the following expressions using words: ^ r - t r- .

a) 4n + 3 ft"ruG:#A ardi + rrrrnDer PSfS%{nY(L
3 ;Jl;'',;3 '^;;\,tf
d) 5+4(n.6)5iil;;;d^)rx avn cf arr.rnacr an&a

3. Write an algebraic expression for each situation to find the cost.

b)The bus fare for each student is 55 plus a one-time fee of S5O m + 60
where 3

c) lt costs Sz per visit at the gym if you paid a S30 membership tee ?{ * ?'1
where { represents

4. Evaluate the following statements if a = 2, b = 3, and c = 5. Show all your steps
al2a + 3c + 5, (Dlgn 6A \ C=5
4g)+zrcs>)?5+]A)W)f5
t t^+ l5-t-
.? Ufzc1
c) 3c + ab,0ltn6:2,Wr', ,Uwffin
t\6+6
€?\

5. Paul works at a hamburger stand. He earns SfS pay per day plus 52 for every combo he sells.

a. Write an algebraic expression for how much money Paul earns in a day
b. Use your expression to figure out how much money Paul will make if he sells 25 combos in a day?
c. What if he only sells 5 combos?

& ncdtW
6. Erin has a balance of 5182.73 in her savings account. She makes a deposit of 512.50 in her account each week.

a. Write an algebraic expression that represents the amount of money in Erin's savings account after n weeks.
b. Calculate how much money Erin will have in her account after eight weeks.

a) You make S10 an hour working at the CNE as a game host.
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